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Chapter 1 : How To Create A Photo Book With Photoshop Elements
Ulrich begins with the Photoshop Elements Organizer to get your photos into your computer, categorize the images into
groups, and sequence the images in the order of the pages for the photo album. Next you will use Elements to fix and
enhance your photos.

Learn how to create photo albums in Elements Organizer. About albums Albums in Elements Organizer are
like physical photo albums, where you can store and organize photos in groups of your choice. You can drag
the photos within an album to arrange them in any order you want. You can add a photo to more than one
album. You can organize albums in groups. You can also create multiple levels of album categories. Instead of
manually selecting photos for including in an album, you can create Saved Searches with criteria for selecting
photos. Each Saved Search is an album that dynamically collects photos that match the criteria specified for
the Saved Search. Creating albums and album categories You can create, edit, and manage albums in the
Albums panel in the left panel of Elements Organizer. Create, edit, rename, and delete albums. View albums
and album categories. Scroll up and down the list of albums, as needed. Click the triangle beside an album
category to expand or collapse the albums under it. Organize albums within album categories. Display photos
of an album. Create an album or an album category You can create an album consisting of your media or a
group of new albums. Create an album button in the Albums panel or the dropdown widget next to the in the
Albums panel to open creation workflow in the right panel. In the Name box, type a name for the album.
Optional From the Category drop-down list, select a category for the album. To change the furigana for the
album name, type a new furigana in the Furigana box. There are various ways in which you can add photos to
the Media bin: Drag photos into the Media bin, and click OK. Alternatively, you can also add photos by
selecting them in Media view and select Add to Media Bin option from the task bar. Select media in the Media
view, right-click and select Add Selected Media. You can also select Add All to add all the media present in
the media view to an album. To delete any photo, select the photo and click the trash bin icon. The album
appears in the Albums panel under the album category you specified. Create an album category Click the
arrow button next to in the Albums panel, and choose New Album Category. In the Album Category Name
box, type a name for the album category. To change the furigana for the album category name, type a new
furigana in the Furigana box. The album category appears in the Albums panel under the album category you
specified. Create instant albums using folder names You can automatically create an instant album with the
same name as a folder on your hard disk. It also helps to quickly add your managed media files with those
same folder names. In the Media view, choose the folder from My Folders list in the Albums panel.
Thumbnails of the managed media files in that folder appear in the Media grid. Right-click the folder and
select Create An Instant Album. A new album is created in the Albums panel bearing the name of the folder.
Add photos to an album Click the All Media button in the top-left corner of the Media view to view the media
available in Organizer. Do one of the following: Drag the photos or videos from the Media view into the
album in the Albums panel. Drag the album from the Albums panel to the photo in the Media view. Select the
stack and drag to the album. See Designate an album during photo download. Add photos to multiple albums
Click the All Media button in the top-left corner of the Media view to view the media available in Organizer.
Select one or more photos. The selected photos are outlined in blue. Select one or more album names in the
Albums panel. Add the photos to the albums by doing one of the following: Drag the photos into any of the
selected albums in the Albums panel. Drag the albums from the Albums panel onto any of the selected photos.
Display photos in an album As the same photo can be in multiple albums, you can view only one album at a
time. To see which albums a photo is in, hold the pointer over the album icon or the tag icon when multiple
keyword tags are attached to the album under the photo in the Media view. Sort photos in an album You can
sort the photos within an album in chronological, reverse-chronological, or album order. Select an album from
the Albums and Folders panel. From the Sort By drop down list in the Media view, select one of the following
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options: Orders the photos by date from the most recent to the oldest Oldest: Orders the photos by date from
the oldest to the most recent Name: Orders the media alphabetically by name A-Z Import Batch: Orders the
photos by the batches in which they were imported Album Order: You can manually drag and reorder the
order photos. Select an album from the Albums panel.
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Chapter 2 : Picture & photo editing software | Adobe Photoshop Elements
on a home printer and assembling them into a traditional photo album can be a tedious and painstaking chore. With
Adobe Photoshop Elements for Windows, all this has changed.

Get started creating Auto Creations just for you Beautiful photo and video slideshows and collages are
automatically created for you and delivered upon launch. Step-by-step Guided Edits Guided Edits for fantastic
results Ready to try more creative techniques and effects? Get step-by-step photo editing help with 53 Guided
Edits, including 4 all-new options. Make fun memes Turn your photos into memes that are perfect for sharing
on social media. Create amazing multi-photo text Design visual text that features a different photo inside each
letter. Adjust and resize your photos to make words or names that look great as wall art and on cards and
scrapbook pages. Turn part of your photo into a sketch Make a unique artistic statement by turning part of a
favorite photo into a sketch. Brush on the medium or look of your choice, including pencil, colored pencil, old
paper, and old photo. Add polish with text and border overlays Embellish special photos with borders and text
that make them stand out in print and on social media. Combine multiple shots into one perfect photo Get the
best possible exposure, remove distracting elements, create great group shots and panoramas, and more with
amazing Photomerge Guided Edits. Perfect group shots Never let a frown or a blink ruin a group photo again.
Mix things up to create all-new scenes Photo remixes and mashups are easy. Pull something out of one photo,
pop it into another, and the color and lighting blend for a realistic-looking scene. Add artistic overlay effects
Embellish any photo with a shape overlay and one-click effects that make it a work of art. Great for scrapbook
pages and photo crafts. Make amazing watercolors Get help turning any photo into a beautiful, textured
watercolor â€” and even finish it off with text. Create double exposures Bring one photo to life within another
to create a surreal effect. Photoshop Elements walks you through the steps. Photoshop Elements walks you
through it and gives you templates and themes to choose from. Go pano for the full experience Blend, fill in
jagged edges, and stitch together multiple horizontal or vertical photos for your best-looking panos yet.
Intelligent editing Automation makes picture editing easy Effortlessly edit, create, and organize thanks to
photo and video automation powered by Adobe Sensei AI technology. Enjoy better performance and HEIF
support Experience faster installation as well as faster performance throughout common tasks. Selecting hair is
a snap Selecting hair, pet fur, and other fine details used to be a chore. Just paint loosely over the area and
Elements does the rest. Move objects in a photo â€” the background just fills in with Content Aware Move.
Open closed eyes like magic Did someone blink? Photoshop Elements automatically copies the open eyes
from one photo and blends them into another to create the perfect shot.
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Chapter 3 : Easy Photo Editing Software | Adobe Photoshop Elements
In Photoshop Elements 10, the process for creating an album is the same, regardless of the destination you want for
your file. When you select photos in the Organizer and click Online Album, the Share panel displays three options for
your output.

In this article we look at how to create a Photo Album in Photoshop Elements We also see how to add and
remove photos. The Album Details dialog appears in the Organizer Panel on the right. Notice that any images
that were selected are automatically added to the album when it is created. In this case, a stack has been added.
If you have album categories setup, you can choose one now. Select the dropdown next to Album Category.
Now enter a name for the album. To add it to the album, just drag it into the Content Panel. If you select one
or more images then right click, a shortcut menu appears. One of the options on the menu is Add Selected
Items. You can click that and all of the selected photos will be added to the album. Another option on the
shortcut menu is Add All. Clicking this causes all currently displayed photos in the Organizer to be added.
When you have finished adding photos to an album, click Done near the bottom of the panel. The album now
appears in the list in the Albums Panel on the right. You can either select the photo in the Media Browser and
drag it into the album in the Albums Panel, or drag the album from the Albums Panel onto the photo in the
Media Browser. To see all of the photos that are included in an album in the Media Browser, right click on the
album name as shown here. You can also do this by just clicking on the album name. Note that the photos are
all numbered in the top left hand corner. The numbers correspond to the order of the photos in the album. You
can change the order by dragging a photo to a new position. This is the new sequence. To rename an album,
select it in the Albums Panel, right click and select Edit and the album name. You can then change the album
name in the Content Panel by editing the contents of the field Album Name. And finally, to delete an album,
right click its name in the Album Panel and choose the Delete option.
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Chapter 4 : Adobe Photo Album with Windows 10 | Adobe Community
Free Download Creating A Photo Album In Photoshop Elements For Windows Visual Quickproject Book PDF Keywords
Free DownloadCreating A Photo Album In Photoshop Elements For Windows Visual Quickproject Book PDF, read,
reading book, free, download, book, ebook, books, ebooks, manual.

The Create button, available in the upper-right corner of the Photoshop Elements window, lists the available
photo projects in Photoshop Elements. Photo projects are saved in the Photo Projects Format. You can print
the photo projects on your home printer, save to your hard drive, or share via email. Create button and list of
available options Note: If you are creating large photo projects with many pages, you will need at least 1 GB
of RAM for optimum performance. Create photo collages Create great photo collages easily to make
memories last. Sample photo collages Create photo collages in PSE release Perform the following steps in
Elements release to create a photo collage: Open two or more photos in Photoshop Elements. You can also
select photos in Elements Organizer. A maximum of 8 photos can be selected to create a photo collage. Based
on the number of open photos, an attractive collage is automatically created. Using intelligent auto-crop, the
most prominent part of the photo face is focused and placed in the collage frames. Optional Select a layout for
your photo collage. The layout suggestions are displayed based on the number of photos in your collage. You
can choose a layout across four categories: Landscape, Portrait, Facebook Cover, and Instagram. Optional
Add, remove, replace, and swap photos from your collage. Click Computer to add a photos stored on your
computer. Or, click Organizer to select photos from your catalog or albums. Add photos from computer or
Organizer Replace a photo: Right-click on the photo you want to replace. From the context menu, choose
Replace Photo to open the Choose Photo dialog and select the desired photo from your computer to replace.
Remove or replace a photo Remove a photo: Right-click on the photo you want to remove. From the context
menu, choose Remove Photo. You can swap photos in between frames of your photo collage. When you see a
double-arrow cursor, drop the photo. Photos between the source and target frames are swapped. Easily swap
photos in your collage When you add or remove a photo from your collage, a new layout is automatically
applied on the collage. Optional Double-click on a photo to display the heads-up-display HUD. Use the HUD
to rotate your photo left or right, zoom in or out, replace the photo, or you can also delete the photo. Once you
have made the desired changes, click the green check mark to commit your changes. Use the HUD to rotate,
zoom, replace, or remove a photo Optional Click Graphics in the lower-right corner to choose a background or
a frame. Double-click on the desired background or frame to apply it on your collage. In the Basic mode, you
can add text and move text or graphics. In the Advanced mode, you get the complete toolbox and layer option.
You can use the options to retouch the images and edit layers. Do one of the following to save the photo
collage: Do one of the following to print the photo collage: In the Taskbar, click Print. Create photo collages
in PSE and earlier releases Perform the following steps in Elements and earlier releases to create a photo
collage: Select a size for the photo collage. The project opens with following options in the lower-right corner:
Shows you the pages of the photo collage Layout: Shows the layout of the photo collage Graphics: Lets you
change the background, frames, and graphics in the photo collage Do the following: Add photos to your photo
collage. Add frames if you want to add more photos on one page. By default, projects are saved in your My
Pictures folder, although you can save projects to another location. If a photo used in the photo collage is
moved from its original location in your computer, you cannot print the photo collage. However, you can still
save the project. Create photo books Photo books are great keepsakes for your memories. With various size
and theme options, Photoshop Elements makes it easy to create photo books. Do the following in the Photo
Book dialog box and click OK: Select a size for the photo book. Select Autofill with selected images if you
want to use images selected in the Photo Bin. Specify the number of pages 2 to 78 for the photo book. Shows
you the pages of the photo book Layout: Shows the layout of the photo book Graphics: Lets you change the
background, frames, and graphics in the photo book Do the following: Add photos to your photo book. Do one
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of the following to save the photo book: In the Taskbar, click Save. Do one of the following to print the photo
book: If a photo used in the photo book is moved from its original location in your computer, you cannot print
the book. Create greeting cards Create your own greeting cards in a few easy steps. Select a size for the
greeting card. Shows you the pages of the greeting card Layout: Do one of the following to save the greeting
card: Do one of the following to print the greeting card: If a photo used in the greeting card is moved from its
original location in your computer, you cannot print the greeting card. Create photo calendars Showcase your
photos by creating photo calendars with Photoshop Elements. Select starting month and year. Select a size for
the calendar. Add photos to your calendar. Do one of the following to save the calendar: Do one of the
following to print the calendar: If a photo used in the calendar is moved from its original location in your
computer, you cannot print the calender. Select a size for the jacket. Create slideshows Slideshows are a fun
way to share media files. When you create a slideshow, Photoshop Elements opens the Elements Organizer for
further processing. See Creating slideshow for details. For a video about slideshows, see www.
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Chapter 5 : Creating a Photo Album in Photoshop Elements for Windows: Visual QuickProject Guide | Peac
With Adobe Photoshop Elements for Windows, all Read More If you're like many users, you may have a digital camera,
plenty of snapshots, and a copy of Photoshop Elements, Adobe's consumer-level image editing software.

However, in the technological era, we have an even more advanced way to compose a family album. This
project is a relatively easy one, and in the end it will give you something nice to put on your coffee table.
Getting Everything Started Before beginning, you should decide if you want to open all the photos that you
want to include in your Photo Book within your Project Bin. However, with so many files open, this could
cause your machine to run unnecessarily hot. You can always choose to bypass this option, for there is a way
to add photos without them being in your Project Bin, but we will get to that later. Despite how familiar you
may be with Elements, you may actually have some trouble finding out how exactly to begin your Photo Book
project. When you open up Elements, you will notice the sidebar on the right. Click it, and it will then give
you many project creations to choose from, including the Photo Book selection. After beginning your project,
you will be given a variety of Photo Book sizes and styles to choose from. Each of them are compatible with
your home printer, but I would advise that you use glossy paper and some form of binding if you choose to
print them this way. You will see that there are three distinct sizing choices â€” Kodak and Shutterfly being
two of them. By choosing these, you can have your book printed professionally and then shipped to you.
Kodak publishing is available to all users, but Shutterfly printing is only accessible to members of Photoshop
Plus. Furthermore, you might happen to see that many of the style selections have a gold ribbon on their
thumbnails. These items are also only available to those with Plus. As aforementioned, if you decided to open
the photos up in your Project Bin, the menu gives you an autofill function which allows you to have all the
photos automatically inserted in your Photo Book. But these four top sites help you share videos privately on
the internet. However, you can have as little as two pages if you are printing locally. Customizing The
Template To be perfectly honest with you, getting started is the hardest part. After that, everything is pretty
much smooth-sailing, and you will only have to make minor alterations to the project. Such a small change
might be the fact that you want to change your template a little. The first, and most basic, alteration you will
want to make is the title of your Photo Book. You are given the additional choice of adding more text blocks
in the sidebar, so feel free to add captions to your photos as you work. As far as basic customization goes,
Elements allows you to change the layout of each page, the background, and even the frame-style of each
photograph. These choices are good if you want to make something quick and easy, and much like how there
is the ability to add text blocks from the sidebar menu, there are options for each of these. These items can be
used to alter the various elements of your project by merely dragging and dropping the thumbnails into your
work area. Keep in mind that these are incredibly basic options for editing the theme of your Photo Book.
However, if you choose not to do this, you can click the empty photo slots from the layout and insert the
photos manually. This section of the tutorial is fairly straightforward, and about the only technical aspect of it
might be the fact you would like to resize or crop your photos. Just double click the photo you want to alter,
and then you will be provided with options to resize, pan, rotate, and even change your selection. Conclusion
After you have completed all the pages of your project, you will find the options to print your Photo Book or
order one from Kodak or Shutterfly. If you choose to print your project professionally, the Elements Organizer
will load and provide you with an order form. What other ideas can you contribute to this tutorial? Have you
ever made a Photo Book? What methods do you use for your creations?
Chapter 6 : Pearson Education - Creating a Photo Album in Photoshop Elements for Windows
In Photoshop Elements, you can use the Albums panel to create an album to organize your photos. You might want to
organize an album for sharing photos with others on www.nxgvision.com, assemble an album and rate each photo with
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a range from one to five stars, create a slide show, or just use the Albums [ ].

Chapter 7 : How to Create a Family Photo Album with Adobe Photoshop | It Still Works
Creating a Photo Album in Photoshop Elements for Windows - Visual QuickProject Guide 9 torrent download locations
www.nxgvision.com Creating a Photo Album in Photoshop Elements for Windows - Visual QuickProject Guide eBooks.

Chapter 8 : Creating a Photo Album in Photoshop Elements for Windows: Visual QuickProject Guide
If you're like many users, you may have a digitalcamera, plenty of snapshots, and a copy of Photoshop Elements,
Adobe'sconsumer-level image editing software.

Chapter 9 : Photoshop Elements photo projects
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.
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